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By Kathy McCullough

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Tangled: The Series on Disney Channel is set between the events of the original film and
the start of Tangled Ever After. The series follows the long-locked Rapunzel (voiced by Mandy
Moore) as she acquaints herself with her parents, her kingdom, and the people of Corona. Realizing
there is much more she needs to learn before she can truly accept her royal destiny, Rapunzel puts
her crown--and her marriage--on hold to seek out epic adventures, much to the dismay of her
father, the King. Accompanying Rapunzel on her journey is the charming Eugene (voiced by
Zachary Levi); the plucky chameleon sidekick, Pascal; the no-nonsense horse, Maximus; the Snuggly
Duckling pub thugs; and newcomer Cassandra, a tough-as-nails handmaiden who becomes
Rapunzel s confidante. Two favorite episodes of Disney Channel s hit show Tangled: The Series are
retold in each collectible chapter book with black-and-white illustrations throughout. They re
perfect for adventure-loving kids and Disney Princess fans ages 6 to 9. The long blond hair is back in
Disney Tangled: The Series, an animated series that continues the fantastic adventures of Rapunzel
and Eugene that began...
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Excellent e-book and useful one. It is writter in straightforward phrases rather than confusing. I am just very happy to explain how here is the finest
publication i have got read through in my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for possibly.
-- V iva  Schuster-- V iva  Schuster

Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your daily life period will
probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Ela ina  Funk-- Ela ina  Funk
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